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“Ghislaine Maxwell was another person in Epstein’s inner
circle and a co-conspirator in Epstein’s sexual abuse. She
was someone who consequently also appreciated the
immunity granted by the NPA for the crimes she
committed in Florida.” 
 
Case 08-80736-Civ-Marra/Johnson p4

“In addition to participating in the sexual abuse of Jane Doe #3 and others, Maxwell

also TOOK NUMEROUS SEXUALLY EXPLICIT PICTURES of underage girls

involved in sexual activities, including Jane Doe #3.” 

#WheresGhislaine ?

“[Maxwell] shared these photographs (which constituted child pornography under

applicable federal laws) with Epstein. The Government is apparently aware of, and in

certain instances possesses some of these photographs.” 

 

@SecretaryAcosta care to comment? 

#WheresGhislaine

“Epstein ..sexually trafficked then-minor Jane Doe, making her available for sex to

POLITICALLY-CONNECTED & financially-powerful people. Epstein’s purposes in

“lending” Jane Doe... were to ingratiate himself with them for ...gain, as well as to

obtain potential blackmail info...”

“...Maxwell had direct connections to other powerful individuals with whom she

could connect Epstein... Epstein instructed Jane Doe #3 that she was to give the

Prince whatever he demanded and required Jane Doe #3 to REPORT BACK to him

ON THE DETAILS...”

”Maxwell facilitated Prince Andrew’s acts of sexual abuse by acting as a “madame” for

Epstein, thereby assisting in internationally #trafficking Jane Doe #3 (and numerous

other young girls) for sexual purposes.”
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“Epstein also trafficked Jane Doe #3 for sexual purposes to ... numerous prominent

American politicians, powerful business executives, foreign presidents, a well-known

Prime Minister, and other world leaders.”

”Epstein required Jane Doe #3 to describe the events that she had with these men so

that he could potentially blackmail them.”

“...Jeffrey Epstein emerged and lay face down on the table and told Jane Doe #4 to

start massaging him. Epstein asked Jane Doe #3 her age and she told him she had

recently turned sixteen. #Epstein subsequently committed illegal sexual acts against

Jane Doe #4 on many occasions.”

“The acts Epstein committed against Jane Doe #4 [age 16], constituted numerous

federal sex offenses, some of which do not carry a statute of limitations ... the kinds of

offenses that the [FBI] and U.S. Attorney’s Office for the [SDFL] were pursuing in

2007” 

 

HI @SecretaryAcosta

“Upon review of the message pads that were taken from Epstein’s home in the police

trash pulls,many were from Jean Luc Brunel, a French citizen and one of Epstein’s

closest pals...”

On 4/1/05 Jean Luc Brunel (a known child sexual predator posing as a modeling

agent) left his pal #Epstein this msg: 

 

“He has a teacher for you to teach you how to speak Russian. She is 2x8 years old, not

blonde. Lessons are free and you can have your first today if you call.”
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